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1 8/5/2021 US 19 / 298 / 297 
 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/Y5Frg2nN
DMe8DEoR8 

Deputy Miller, 
Deputy Pierce, 
Peter Hsu, Mike 
Zinn 

1/5/22 

 

Dangerous location. Peter mentioned he could assist with this 
location. This has been turned over and is under review. Deputy 
Miller said that he has been hitting this area a lot. They put up a sign 
for the new traffic pattern and it has helped a lot.  There is a constant 
amount of people cutting over at the last minute in rush hour. Deputy 
Miller stated there is a new traffic pattern which has resulted in less 
violators, except during rush hour.  Miller stated they are still cutting 
over at the last minute and they are still getting citations. This is a 
constant problem and doesn’t look like it will go away. He said they 
will have to educate more. There are ongoing problems with the right 
turn lane and vehicles hitting the delineators. This seems to be an 
ongoing problem. Whenever new delineators go up, within two days, 
they are hit. They keep having to replace them. New delineators are 
on the market that have been tested well, as an example some are 
on the Suncoast Expressway. It’s a new type of delineator where 
trucks can run over them, and they pop right back up. Mike does not 
know how long until the new type of delineator will be replaced 
everywhere. This seems to be an ongoing problem and may not be 
fixable. Leave this on the problem location sheet for now. Mark 
spoke with Deputy Miller. It is going to be an ongoing issue for a 
while, until they get rid of or extend the medians.  The traffic seems 
to be flowing a little better. The peak time where traffic backs up is 
about 8:00 am to 8:30 am. It is for only a short amount of time and 
then it moves on. The past month there has not been many crashes 
in the “suicide lane.” This area is a constant program. There was a 
department vehicle crash south of Curlew Road. 
 
Since Mark has worked the traffic details, there haven’t been 
many crashes from people cutting over during rush hour traffic. 
Mike said that whole corridor is going under construction in the 
near future, and everything is going to change. It seems like the 
general population has been educated that the delineators are 
there. They are going to continue working details there. 

https://goo.gl/maps/Y5Frg2nNDMe8DEoR8
https://goo.gl/maps/Y5Frg2nNDMe8DEoR8
https://goo.gl/maps/Y5Frg2nNDMe8DEoR8
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2 11/4/2021 School Zones - Tampa Road 
and 19th Street, West of US 
19 
 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/qAzk7C9v
1SpZbc388  

Deputy Miller 12/1/22  Drivers are going very fast in school zones; the top speed he 
recorded was 52 MPH in a 15 MPH school zone.  He is requesting 
that a yellow stripe be placed on the poles to indicate the end of the 
school zone; people are thinking after the lights is the end of the 
school zone. Deputy Miller stated that this school zone is the worst. 
He clocked someone traveling 53 MPH in a 15 MPH zone. Mike Zinn 
stated he can purchase safety equipment; he needs an email 
explaining the issues and justifications.  Miller stated people think 
once they leave the light in the school zone, they are out of the 
school zone. He sits in the middle of the median, in a marked car, 
and people still speed past him at 55 MPH. He suggested putting up 
signage in the median to help. In two weeks, school will be over. 
There will still be some school busses running in the summer, but not 
as much. June 6th starts the Summer Program, so they are trying to 
figure out bus schedules and routing. Deputy Miller currently stopped 
someone going 52 mph in the school zone. The speed limit at this 
location is 40 mph. The minimum fine speeding in a school zone is 
$660. Discussion followed regarding speed feedback signage. This 
will stay on the list and will address it next month when school kicks 
back up. There is queuing. Consider education and enforcement 
efforts. The traffic people worked that area. The Sheriff was out there 
sitting in the median with the radar gun, and he had two or three 
people pulled over on the side. At 54th Avenue and 37th Street, the 
bus drivers are complaining about people running by through their 
stop bars. Mark will pass that location to the traffic guys. People still 
speed through there and do not know how to read school zone signs. 
Eastbound and westbound there are crosswalks that are fully 
actuated and signs on both sides. 
 
No update. They will wait until school comes back. 

https://goo.gl/maps/qAzk7C9v1SpZbc388
https://goo.gl/maps/qAzk7C9v1SpZbc388
https://goo.gl/maps/qAzk7C9v1SpZbc388
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3 11/4/2021 Passing School Buses Deputy Miller, 
Joseph Camera 

12/1/22  He and other deputies have been targeting people passing stopped 
school buses.  The buses are not activating the red lights which 
activates the stop bars, only the yellow lights are on. People are 
passing with the yellow lights on. The deputies can’t stop people 
unless the red lights are on, and the stop bars are out. He asked that 
the bus drivers be re-educated about this to help the situation. 
Discussion followed. Joseph Camera will be speaking to his bus 
drivers about this. Joe said that he sent information to the 
supervisors with instructions for all the drivers.  Joe still averages 
about 12 per week.This will stay on the list and will address it next 
month when school kicks back up.  This is a districtwide problem.  
Everyone forgets and more education and enforcement is needed. 
This was discussed in item three and will stay on the problem 
location sheet throughout the school year and will be taken down 
once the school year passes. It has been a historic problem. They 
must identify their high problem areas, such as Gandy, 4th Street, 
114th Avenue, etc. They will keep this on the problem locations 
sheet and add specific locations if need be. Brian Pessaro, City of St. 
Pete, suggested a billboard campaign. The new school busses have 
lights that are a lot brighter, than previous busses. 
 
No update. They will wait until school comes back. 

4 12/2/2021 Light at Tarpon Mall 
 

COTS PD 
(Boone) 

12/1/22  Officer Hollingsworth brought up to the group the light at the Tarpon 
Mall. There have been many bad crashes and fatalities at this 
location. There are no designated turn arrows.  Ofc. Boone stated 
they’ve had multiple incidents at this location due to the no left turn 
arrows. From his understanding, FDOT has a contractor coming in to 
work from Huey Avenue to US 19. He heard this was supposed to 
happen in the spring. They have been out doing traffic counts and 
studies. They are still waiting on FDOT to start that program. They 
need the left turn arrow bad. They have had multiple fatalities and 
several crashes. With no arrow, it is a big problem. They heard it 
would start in March, but it keeps getting put off. It is on Tarpon 
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https://goo.gl/maps/RNwqUTn
PLgxd4rwp6  

Avenue, west of US 19. There’s a traffic light in between Walmart 
and the Publix entrance. Mike stated to put a traffic warrant request 
in. They are waiting for approval. Mike will follow up. Mark believes 
Officer Boone retired. He will ask Officer Gaskin who will replace 
him. Mike said this is already under construction and the contractor is 
currently working on it. It is for the City of Tarpon Springs. They are 
getting new extended turn lanes and turn signals. They are getting a 
lot of different things at that intersection. This area is under 
construction. The traffic lights will change.  
 
No updated. This area is under construction. The whole thing 
will be rebuilt. 

5 6/2/2022 East Lake Road at Tarpon 
Woods Boulevard 
 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/CzzzPzYv
zTTEHENSA   

 10/6/22  The delineators are being continuously ran over. The delineators are 
the big boulder ones that are approximately $80 per piece. They are 
being replaced every week. The delineators are being continuously 
ran over. A suggestion was to have more deputies out there during 
rush hour. This will stay on list and there will be an update next 
meeting. The delineators are 80 dollars apiece and are being 
replaced every week. Deputy Miller works that area. Mark will reach 
out to him for an update. Issues are during rush hour traffic. The road 
goes from three lanes to two lanes right before the light, then it’s a 
right turn only. People do not want to wait the extra five minutes in 
traffic. It is at East Lake Road and Tarpon Woods Boulevard, not 
Woodlands Parkway. Pinellas County has a live only camera at the 
traffic light. They will keep monitoring this location.   
 
No update. It is more of an enforcement issue, but at the same 
time people cut over at the last minute and hit the delineators. 

6 7/8/2022 RRFB @ Starkey Road north 
of Ulmerton Road  
 

Joe Camera, 
PCSB 

10/6/22  At the intersection of Ulmerton Road and Starkey Road, a lot of 
people congregate. There are two left turn lanes, a right turn lane, 
and a forward lane. Everyone is trying to get to the north side 
quickly. The townhomes are further north on Starkey Road on the 

https://goo.gl/maps/RNwqUTnPLgxd4rwp6
https://goo.gl/maps/RNwqUTnPLgxd4rwp6
https://goo.gl/maps/CzzzPzYvzTTEHENSA
https://goo.gl/maps/CzzzPzYvzTTEHENSA
https://goo.gl/maps/RNwqUTnPLgxd4rwp6
https://goo.gl/maps/CzzzPzYvzTTEHENSA
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https://goo.gl/maps/mP4aTRe
BBao4HLwn6  

east side. A lot of Southern Oaks Elementary School students are in 
the townhomes. People are not paying attention and the kids want to 
go to Wawa or Walmart and cut across Starkey Road. He is worried 
that in the morning and afternoon, the kids are not being protected 
and aimlessly going across the roads. Drivers are speeding and not 
paying attention. Kids cannot evaluate the speed of a vehicle to 
cross the road. An RRFB could help children and adults cross the 
road safely. Discussion followed. This will be added to the problem 
location sheet. Joan brought up that she needed to know the 
specifics of the location in question and Joe stated he get the 
number of students and where the exactly cross street is at.  
Putting lights further north may possibly fix issue. A lot of people are 
congregating there. The school nearby is Southern Oaks Elementary 
School. Kids come out from the apartment complexes. It is an 
ongoing issue.  No update. They will continue checking up on it 
throughout the school year. They are not putting an RRFB. They will 
be putting a traffic light up at Willow. This will stay on problem 
location sheet until traffic light is put up.  
 
No update. They will be putting a traffic light up at Willow and is 
currently going through design. This will stay on problem 
location sheet until traffic light is put up. 

https://goo.gl/maps/mP4aTReBBao4HLwn6
https://goo.gl/maps/mP4aTReBBao4HLwn6
https://goo.gl/maps/mP4aTReBBao4HLwn6
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Pinellas CTST – January 5, 2023 

Meeting started at 10:03 am 

I. General Meeting 

Welcome and Introductions were given.  The December meeting minutes were approved.  

II. Committee Reports 

Enforcement 

Mark Eastty (PCSO): They are still working on speed and aggressive driving enforcement on US 19 in the 
morning. They will be switching up the days, between 6:30 to 9:30 in the morning to try and catch the 
speeding and aggressive drivers. PCSO had a DUI Wolfpack on Saturday, December 17th, which was 
dedicated to Deputy Michael Magli, who was killed by an impaired driver on February 17th, 2021. The DUI 
Wolfpack was a success; they arrested 38 people that night for DUI charges. That is the most arrests they 
have ever had during a wolfpack. The next one closest was at 33 arrests. There were 69 charges, and they 
wrote approximately 219 tickets. There were about 75 law enforcement officers working. They also worked 
a saturation patrol on New Years Eve. This month PCSO is hosting, on Thursday, January 19th, a basic 
DUI preparation class. It is a free eight-hour class and good for newer DUI officers. The class goes over 
different aspects of the investigation along with the court procedures. On January 31st and February 1st will 
be the DUI manslaughter seminar which will be held in Lake Mary. PCSO is hosting about a dozen classes 
this year related to traffic crash investigations and impaired driving. The registration is free and they are 
local. Mark spoke with Officer Gaskin with Tarpon Springs Police Department. Boone still works there, but 
he doesn’t believe he is in the traffic department anymore.  

Engineering and Bike/Pedestrian 

Brian Pessaro (City of St. Pete): He went out this morning to check on the “No Parking on This Side of 
Street” signs along 3rd Street. He noticed they have not been installed yet. He put in a call to make sure 
those are put up before school starts on Monday.  

David Chase (City of Pinellas Park): They are starting the safety projects that will cover a grid 
encompassing 70th Avenue to Park Boulevard and 49th Street to 66th Street. All these intersections in this 
grid have east-west two-way stops. All of the north-south streets are through streets. Due to the high 
volume of drivers using these residential streets as cut through streets between 70th Avenue and Park 
Boulevard and the limited visibility on most of these corners of these intersections, they will be making all 
the intersections in this grid all-way stops, except for 52nd Street, which is a minor collector. They anticipate 
completing this project by September 30th of this year.  

George Edmiston (Benesch): There are a lot of crashes, but the crash numbers are down. He will be 
reaching out to a few people to discuss some of those recent crashes. Education wise, they are doing high 
school presentations.  
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Education and EMS 

Joe Camera (Pinellas County Schools): Schools are closed, and they won’t re-open until January 9th.   

Shaina Finkel: Currently the FDOT, through the Florida Teen Driving Coalition, is funding 60 presentations 
in Florida high schools across the state. The only requirement for the presentations is there must be 400 
students in attendance. They have two spots remaining. If anybody has a high school in mind or contact 
that they think would be good to receive this presentation, reach out to Shana.  The presentations are 
scheduled for the week of March 27th through the 31st.  

Julie Bond (CUTR): They are all booked up for Pinellas schools for presentations. George does an 
excellent job getting out to the Pinellas schools. They are looking at different ways to expand the education, 
working with the teachers. CUTR did the driver’s education scholarships to certify the teachers as drivers’ 
education instructors. They had a high number in Pinellas, which is the highest number that they had 
between Pinellas and Pasco and Hillsborough. CUTR is also focusing on Gulf Boulevard. They are working 
with a couple entities and nonprofits to get pedestrian and bicycle safety information out to all the hotels 
and businesses along Gulf Boulevard. That will be their focus over the next couple of months. CUTR will 
also continue the on-the-street education in those areas.  

George Edmiston (Benesch): George said that FDOT funded an allotment of money to get teachers 
certified as drivers’ education instructors. But what happened was several high school teachers throughout 
the state, including several in Pinellas retired. There was no one certified to take over the program, so they 
shut the programs down. This year they brought back three high school programs that have been closed for 
a while and they are looking to bring on two more high schools next year that have been closed for a while. 
They are going to be up to full staff soon. Hopefully every school that had a drivers’ education program 
previously will have it again. They are hoping Pasco County will come on board with this as well, but 
Hillsborough County is certainly taking advantage of this. The fact that they don’t have to pay for it is 
certainly a benefit. Kids are the most vulnerable right now and young drivers need this. It is the only course 
they will ever take in high school that will save their lives. George thanked FDOT for the funds. Julie Bond 
thanked Mike Zinn, as he is the project manager, and he is guiding them through this program and making 
a big difference.  

Mark Eastty (PCSO): Mark asked for contacts for all the new drivers from the driver’s education program. 
Mark used to go in and do a small presentation for them to show them the risks of speeding and aggressive 
driving. He did other classes where he would go and show them how to use math, such as coming up with 
speeds in the crashes. Shaina Finkel has a lot of resources for new teenage drivers through the coalition. 
She can send them a bunch of information and guidebooks for the new students. Jennifer Hall, National 
Traffic Safety School, not every county offers drivers education in the high schools. Anybody that has 
information, email it to her. She is in a couple CTST meetings.  

Jennifer Hall (National Traffic Safety School): They offer ticket classes after they receive the tickets. The 
IIHS reported in 2019, 62 percent of fatalities on the roadways were because of mind wandering. Cell 
phones were 13 percent. They did a pilot for their stress management side of traffic. In 2023, they will be 
rolling out to the current driver improvement attendees an added-on master class to talk about stress and 
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how it translates directly to driving. They pull from Pinellas County as well as the students. Jennifer said if 
anyone has any grants or education pieces that anyone needs assistance with stress management, please 
reach out to her. Hopefully that will help in the educational segment of reducing fatalities and crashes in 
Pinellas County.  

III. Old Business   

Problem Locations 

1. US 19/298/297: Since Mark has worked the traffic details, there haven’t been many crashes from 
people cutting over during rush hour traffic. Mike said that whole corridor is going under 
construction in the near future, and everything is going to change. It seems like the general 
population has been educated that the delineators are there. They are going to continue working 
details there.  

2. US 19/E. Lime Street - Tarpon Springs: George said that this should have been resolved. This 
was handled during the ELEE meetings and Mike had a quick turn around with the quick curb 
installation. George knows for a fact that the intersection has been closed. This will be taken off 
the problem locations sheet.  

3. School Zones – Tampa Road and 19th Street, West of US 19: No update. They will wait until 
school comes back. 

4. Passing School Busses: No update. They will wait until school comes back. 
5. Light at Tarpon Mall: This area is under construction. The whole thing will be rebuilt.   
6. East Lake Road at Tarpon Woods Boulevard: No update. It is more of an enforcement issue, but 

at the same time people cut over at the last minute and hit the delineators.   
7. RRFB @ Starkey Road north of Ulmerton Road: No update. They will be putting a traffic light up 

at Willow and is currently going through design. This will stay on problem location sheet until traffic 
light is put up.  

8. Multiple Locations along the norther portion of US 19 in Pinellas County: They resurfaced US 
19 and Tampa Road and a bunch of other sections of roadway. Mike said that Deputy Miller asked 
a while ago if a couple of delineators can be removed so that big trucks could make a big swing in 
there. Mike never officially received which corner he wanted them removed. Mark believed it was 
the northwest corner. Mark said it looks like they have plenty of room to make the turn. This will be 
taken off the problem locations sheet.  

 
HSIP and SRTS Projects 

Mahshid Arasteh (American Quality Consultants): The material request is ongoing. They are incorporating 
LPI’s on local roads. The review of Safe Strides to Zero intersections is coming to an end. They have no 
applications for HSIP or Safe Routes to School at this time. If anyone wants to send in applications, send 
them in an email to Bill and Mahshid. Mahshid can help with how to apply for HSIP grants.  
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High Crash Intersections and Fatal Map  

Mark Eastty (PCSO): They had a total of 112 fatal crashes in the year of 2022 in Pinellas County and 
because of the fact that we have seen doubles, the total fatalities is 119. It is still a lot, but it is a much 
smaller number than the previous year of 156 fatal crashes with 166 fatalities. Hopefully next year will be 
under 100. This year we already have three fatals. There was a double pedestrian fatal in St. Pete Beach. 
The pedestrians were crossing midblock and when they were struck, they were outside of a crosswalk. St. 
Pete had a motorcycle fatal too. 

Sandra Knoebel (Forward Pinellas): The crash data system is available to all law enforcement agencies 
and government agencies through Forward Pinellas. Sandra has been updating the list and there were 
people who had a previous crash data and traffic system. This system is through Benesch. Sandra 
submitted the new users. If there is anyone else who needs access to the crash data system, let Sandra 
know. 

Discussion about the hot spots and high injury network followed.  

Mark Eastty (PCSO): For the monthly performance report, as far as the fatals, August seems to be the 
most dangerous month with 16, followed by June 14, March 13, and February 12 fatals per month. We are 
at 114 for the year of 2022. It is a much smaller number than the year prior. Goal is to be under 100 for 
2023. For the Pinellas Trail user count in November, there were 1.8 million people using the Pinellas Trail, 
with Dunedin being the highest, then Palm Harbor. Discussion followed.  

IV. New Business 

Mark Eastty (PCSO): Mark discussed when the future in-person meetings will be with the group. February 
will be in-person at the Sheriff’s Office. For the meeting in June, maybe Clearwater or Largo will host it.  

Mike Zinn (FDOT): Susan, Mike, and a few others sat down and had a meeting about the next Mega 
Meeting. The date will be May 10th from 9 am to 3 pm. There will be about 200 people. Any ideas for the 
event, email Mike, Susan, or Melissa. Susan would like thoughts on a great opening speaker.  

Doug Hansen: Doug asked a few questions. The US 19 resurfacing project from 22nd Avenue North going 
southward to around 40th or 50th Street. It was due to get started around this time. Doug was wondering if 
there was a date when they were going to start construction and repaving. There was a signal to be added 
at around 30th Avenue and they are going to close off a lot of the median turn points. Mike said its 
anticipated to start in the spring of 2023. Mike said there were some notes that said there were some 
relocation issues with utilities. It is from 54 south all the way to 22nd north. Doug asked if there is an 
updated list of the regular attendees of this group and emails, phone numbers, and titles of everyone. 
Discussion followed.  
 
The next meeting is February 2nd, 2023, at 10:00 am and it will be in-person at the Pinellas County Sheriff’s 
Office.   
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Meeting adjourned at 10:53 am 
 
Attendees: Mahshid Arasteh, Susan Boda, Julie Bond, Joseph Camera, David Chase, Brandon Drawhorn, 
Sgt. Mark Eastty, George Edmiston, Shaina Finkel, Scott Friedman, Jennifer Hall, Doug Hansen, Ariane 
Martins, Lori Palaio, Sandra Knoebel-Peeples, Brian Pessaro, Scott Pierce, Joan Rice, Michael Schade, 
Frances Leong Sharp, Melissa Shepherd, Mike Zinn 
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